We extend F. Holland's definition of the space of resonant classes of functions, on the real line, to the space R(#pq) (I p, q ) 
INTRODUCT ION. F. Holland [I] defined the space R(#q) (I q ) of resonance classes of functions, on the real llne, relative to the space of test functions #ooq, and proved that a function belongs to R(q) ( Theorem 6] . He also pointed out that the set P(C c) of positive definte functions in Cooper's sense [2] is included in R(I) [I, I] , and proved that every function in R(ool has the same representation in terms of unbounded measures as the functions in P(C c) [ I, Theorems 7 and 8] , [3, Theorems 4 .1 and 4.2] (in fact, as we will prove here, these representations hold for a larger class of functions and they are equivalent). These results of Holland together with Bochner's theorem on posltlve definite functions [4] a function is the Fourier transform of a bounded measure iff it is a linear combination of positive definite functions lead one to speculate that any function in R(oo q) is a linear combination of positive definite functions.
In the present paper we respond to this conjecture in a more general setting. We define the space (#pq) (I p, q ) of resonance classes of measures (on locally compact abellan groups) relative to pq, which includes R(#=o q) as a particular case; we characterize this space in terms of transformable measures [5] , and prove that for p , any measure in (pq) (2 q ) is a linear combination of positve definite functions for some amagam space (L r, s) [6] , and for q < 2, any measure in (pq) can be approximated by linear combinations of positive definite functions for some amalgam (L r s)
From these results we conclude that P(C is dense in R(I) and O(C )>, the c c space generated by the set of positive definite measures as defined in [5, 4] , is dense in the space of transformable measures. This answers the conjecture posed in [5] .
Throughout the whole paper G will be a locally compact abelian group with Haar measure m and dual group F. For The amalgam spaces (L p q), (Co, q) (I < p, q < ) and the space of measures M (I < s < ) will be as defined in [7] . We will make constant use of the following inclusions and inequalities proven in [7] .
< q2 We follow the definition of positive definite measures given by Dupuis in [6] , but using the Segal algebra S0(G) which is equivalent to the space of translation bounded quasimeasures [9] . The advantage is that for e S0(G)' its Fourier transform $ belongs to S0(F)' [I0] and for f e L we have, as proven in [8, 2] , that
We assume all definitions and results about the algebra S0(G) given in [8, 2] . We finally point out that for 2 p < oo, the space <P(L I, P')> is not included in (pq), because as in [20, Theorem 5.5 .1] using [21 Theorem 5] and [15, in S0(R) we have <*,f> <$ f> .< ,f > I <*,f > < f'> hence f' f. Let g n n be the function on (L I, 2) defined by <,g> I<,>I Clearly g is in e(e I, 2) and is not in (L p', q') because for E S0(R) we have that <,> <$,g> l<$,f>l thls shows that c (L p' q') iff f E (LP',q').
Therefore g ( ).
Pq
The construction of the function f can be extended to G using the partition of disjoint relatively compact subsets as in [7, 3] . Probably the same is true for < q < p < 2, but we were unable to decide the matter.
REPRESENTATION THEOREMS.
We will prove in this section (Theorem 5.4) f(x)8U*U(t-x)dx f(X),u(t-x)dx f**u(t), the right side is equal to I U()[t,] du(), and u*f converges to f in the sense of part iii). Hence we conclude that ii) implies iii).
RTHER RESETS.
In this last section we want to give a characterization of the set of Fourier multipliers from the space #q (I q ) to L and M I. 
